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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Pulling the RIPCORD
FFRCT to Improve Interpretation of Coronary CT Angiography*
William F. Fearon, MD,a Jang Hoon Lee, MDb

T

he ideal method for identifying which pa-

reference standard for determining the functional

tients warrant invasive coronary angiog-

signiﬁcance of a coronary stenosis (2). Convention-

raphy to deﬁne the extent of coronary

ally, FFR is measured invasively using a coronary

artery disease and the need for revascularization

pressure wire at the time of coronary angiography to

remains elusive. The traditional technique has been

assess the ratio of mean distal coronary pressure

the clinical history combined with evidence of

(a reﬂection of ﬂow when resistance is minimized

myocardial ischemia with reproduction of angina

during hyperemia) to mean proximal coronary pres-

symptoms during electrocardiographic stress testing.

sure (measured with the guiding catheter and a

Because of the relatively low sensitivity and speci-

reﬂection of normal ﬂow in the absence of any ste-

ﬁcity of the electrocardiogram in isolation, imaging

nosis)

modalities, such as echocardiography and myocardial

administration of adenosine. FFR has been validated

perfusion scintigraphy, are often added to improve

against a noninvasive reference standard for diag-

diagnostic accuracy. However, a major limitation of

nosing ischemia (3), and its use to guide revasculari-

these approaches is the lack of anatomic data. The

zation

continued technical improvements with coronary

outcomes in a variety of clinical settings (4).

during

hyperemia,

decisions

has

typically

been

shown

induced

to

by

improve

computed tomography angiography (CTA) allow it to

By using the anatomic data derived from CTA

provide excellent anatomic information regarding

combined with computer modeling of the ﬂow char-

coronary stenosis severity such that CTA compares

acteristics across a given stenosis and solving the

favorably to traditional stress imaging modalities,

governing equations of ﬂuid dynamics, Taylor et al.

which provide only functional data (1). Yet, CTA has

(5) introduced a method for noninvasively calculating

been fraught with low speciﬁcity, resulting in unnec-

FFR, which they termed computed tomography-

essary performance of invasive coronary angiography

derived fractional ﬂow reserve (FFR CT), and which

in a signiﬁcant portion of patients. An ideal diag-

allows CTA to provide not only useful anatomic data

nostic tool would combine the anatomic resolution

but also important functional data for each individual

of CTA with reliable data regarding the functional sig-

stenosis. The addition of FFR CT signiﬁcantly im-

niﬁcance of the visualized stenoses.

proves the diagnostic accuracy of CTA compared with

Myocardial fractional ﬂow reserve (FFR), deﬁned

invasively measured FFR, with correlations between

as the ratio of maximal myocardial ﬂow in the pres-

FFR CT and invasive FFR that appear more favorable

ence of a coronary stenosis to maximal ﬂow in the

than reported in previous studies comparing other

theoretical absence of the stenosis, has become the

noninvasive stress imaging modalities with invasive
FFR (Figure 1) (6). For example, in the recently published multicenter NXT (Analysis of Coronary Blood
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improved speciﬁcity on a per vessel basis of 86%
compared with 60% (p < 0.0001) and a signiﬁcantly
improved

overall

diagnostic

accuracy

of

86%

compared with 65% using CTA alone (p < 0.0001) (7).
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F I G U R E 1 Chart Comparing Sensitivity and Speciﬁcity of Numerous Commonly Used

Methods for Noninvasively Detecting Ischemia-Producing Coronary Artery Disease
Compared With a Reference Standard of Invasively Measured Fractional Flow Reserve

CTA alone, all were reallocated to medical therapy or
to revascularization; 8 patients allocated to medical
therapy moved to revascularization; and 26 of the
patients assigned to percutaneous coronary intervention based on CTA alone were reassigned to
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medical therapy. Amazingly, 30% of vessels with
>90% stenosis on CTA had FFR CT >0.80, suggesting
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the stenosis was not functionally signiﬁcant, whereas
80

almost 10% of vessels with narrowing <50% had

70

FFR CT can have on decision processes even when

FFR CT #0.80. These ﬁndings highlight the effect
used routinely in a consecutive group of patients.
Because of the high negative predictive value of a

60

normal CTA, one would not anticipate much added
beneﬁt from FFR CT in cases with normal CTA, which

50

appeared

to

be

a

signiﬁcant

minority

in

this

study. Therefore, if one only applied FFR CT to cases

40

in which the CTA was abnormal, one could anticipate
even more dramatic differences in the treatment
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plan before and after incorporation of the FFR CT
data.
Missing from this study are the data from the
invasively measured FFR, which was performed in all
patients in the original NXT trial. It would have been

CMR ¼ cardiac magnetic resonance myocardial perfusion imaging; CTA ¼ computed to-

interesting to see how well the management plan

mography angiography; FFRCT ¼ computer tomography–derived fractional ﬂow reserve;

based on the FFR CT data correlated with the ultimate

SPECT ¼ single-photon emission computed tomography; TAG ¼ transluminal attenuation
gradient. Modiﬁed with permission from Nørgaard et al. (6).

treatment decision on the basis of the invasive coronary angiogram and FFR assessment. It is also unclear
why the investigators did not include all 484 patients
in the NXT trial, except for their desire to mimic the

the Food and Drug Administration. The logistics

original RIPCORD study (9). Finally, demonstration

regarding reimbursement for this technique and more

that FFRCT improves clinical outcomes will be

rapid derivation of FFR CT and transfer of results are

necessary before its routine application. A step in this

expected to be solved in the near future.

direction came from the recently published PLAT-

SEE PAGE 1188

FORM (Prospective Longitudinal Trial of FFRCT :
Outcomes and Resource Impacts) study, which

In this issue of iJACC, the FFR CT RIPCORD study by

compared a strategy of CTA with adjunctive FFRCT to

Curzen et al. (8) provides further data supporting the

either a routine noninvasive stress testing strategy or

utility of broadly applying FFR CT to our patients un-

a routine invasive coronary angiography strategy and

dergoing CTA. Leveraging data from the NXT trial,

showed that CTA and FFRCT can reduce the number of

they reanalyzed 200 consecutive patients in whom

unnecessary coronary angiograms without missing

CTA was performed for clinical reasons and FFR CT

cases of obstructive coronary artery disease (10).

was then performed as part of the original trial. In the

The study also found that, compared with routine

present study, 3 interventional cardiologists (pre-

noninvasive stress testing, FFR CT improves quality of

sumably proﬁcient at interpreting CTA) reviewed the

life at a similar cost (11). Curzen et al. (8) should be

CTA for each patient and by consensus decided on a

congratulated for providing further evidence that it is

management plan of medical therapy, percutaneous

time to “pull the ripcord” on relying on CTA alone for

coronary intervention, coronary artery bypass graft

treatment decisions in our patients with stable chest

surgery, or the need for more information. The FFR CT

pain by adding FFR CT to our algorithm.

data for each patient were then revealed, and the
group revised their plan accordingly.
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